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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to investigate influence of difference of speakers` 

speech specters on word intelligibility. Experiment on estimation of speakers` speech specter 

difference was conducted with taking into account an effect of a text which a speaker uses. 

Theoretical calculation of speaker`s speech specter influence on intelligibility was done with 

use of voice information protection approach. The influence of speaker`s speech specter on 

intelligibility was confirmed by immediate appreciation tests.  Recomendations on possible 

consideration of the effect are provided. 

1.  Introduction 

Standard approach of estimation of voice information protection [1] is the approach of word 

intelligibility estimation, based on the Pokrovsky`s calculating-experimental formant approach [2]. 

The approach was developed for conditions, which are essentially different from information 

protection. As the result, it led to appearance of essential limitations, many of which are recently 

discussed by a lot of authors who try to adjust the chosen approach for information security conditions 

[3-8]. 

One of the important aspects of the approach is use of average speech specter. However, it is 

known that different people have different speech specters because every human`s articulation organs 

are unique, beside essential differences of men`s and women`s speech specters. Therefore, there are 

questions: is it correct to use the average speech specter in word intelligibility estimation; what is a 

range of values of word intelligibility with use of different speakers` speech specters?  

Thus, the purpose of the study is to investigate how differences of speech specters influence on the 

result of word intelligibility. 

2. Word intelligibility estimation approach 

Word intelligibility is the index of voice information protection, which is stated as ratio of correctly 

received speech elements to the number of transmitted speech elements.  

Essence of the approach [1] is estimation of sound pressure levels (vibrational acceleration) of the 

following signals octave bands:  

- test signal, formed with use of white noise generator or tone signals with frequencies 

corresponding to average compound frequencies of octave bands;  

-  background noise or noise created by active protection means, measured behind a protective 

structure with a turned off test signal generator and a turned on active protection mean (if 

any);  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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- signal-noise mixture, measured behind a protective structure with a turned on test signal 

generator;  

Calculation of word intelligibility is made with results of the measurements. The approach is 

described in details in [1, 2].  

It should be mentioned that test signal is a signal with integrity levels in octave bands 

corresponding to the average speech level. Distribution of energy in spectrum for integrity level 70 dB 

is characterized by octave bands` integrity levels, shown in table 1.  

Table 1. Octave levels of sound pressure of average speech specter  

Frequency, kHz 0.125 0.250 0.5 1 2 4 8 

Sound pressure level, dB 
53 66 66 61 56 53 49 

3. Experiment  

 

1. Selection of text  

An experiment on estimation of sound pressure levels in octave bands of different speakers was 

conducted.  

The first problem of the experiment is selection of a text for speakers and its wordage. The problem 

was solved by another experiment. Four speakers (2 men and 2 women) were offered two texts:  

- phrasal articulatory tables, presented in Russian national standard «GOST R 50840-95 Speech 

transmission by communication channels. Estimating methods of quality, intelligibility and 

awareness (Attachment D)» [9];  

- a part of a technical text with the same wordage.  

Recording duration was set as 1 minute. Speakers` speech was calm, clear, with average volume – 

characteristics of speech in real life. Noise level meter ZET 110 and microphone BC501 with 1kHz 

calibrated frequency using calibrator SVAN SV35 was used for the recording. The recording was 

made with sampling frequency 50 kHz. Another aim of the experiment was to investigate results 

repetition, that is why all the texts were recorded twice.   

Specters of the recordings were plotted with use of the Adobe Audition functions. Samples of the 

specters help to calculate octave bands integrity levels. We should mention that audio editors’ levels 

are estimated in dBFS – full scale (dB by voltage, relatively to the maximum A/D Converter value set 

on a PC). It means that 0 dBFS does not correspond to the limit value of signal level, and there will 

not be so-called «Clipping». Therefore, the minimum value of signal level fixed by the A/D Converter 

depends on its number of digits. For example, 16-digit A/D Converter`s minimum signal level is -96 

dBFS, 20-digit A/D Converter`s minimum signal level is -120 dBFS, 24-sigit A/D Converter`s 

minimum signal level is -144 dBFS. Traditional dB, which stand for sound pressure (relatively to 20 

µPa) can be derived only if you know the A/D Converter`s number of digits and microphone/ 

acceleration meter sound pressure level (dB SPL). So, Adobe Audition does not allow to estimate 

absolute level of signal recording, but allows to compare spectral characteristics of signals. 

 Results of the experiments are octave bands signal levels for two recordings of one speaker 

with use of different texts (table 2) of the two recordings 
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Table 2. Octave levels of sound pressure with use of different texts 

 

Sound pressure levels for 

different texts 

Average compound octave bands` frequencies, Hz 

 

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 

Phrasal articulatory 

tables, dBFS  

-

36.69 
-34.57 -34.72 -41.52 -45.33 -46.16 -57.01 

Technical text, dBFS 
-

37.22 
-33.65 -33.95 -40.75 -44.94 -46.43 -56.50 

 

We can see that the difference of octave bands` sound pressure with use of different texts does not 

exceed 1 dD, so we can conclude that type of the text does not essentially influence on speech specter. 

Derived divergence (up to 1 dB) appears even when a speaker reads the same text. It means that the 

divergence appears because it is hard to speak on the same level.  

We can try to reduce the effect by averaging levels of 2 texts.  

Therefore, text type almost does not influence on speech specter. The technical text was chosen for 

further experiments because it is more similar with real life speech than special tables from the GOST.   

 

2. Analysis of influence of speech specters differences on intelligibility  

After selection of the text we can start statistics collection. 10 speakers (5 men and 5 women) 

without speech disorders and special characteristics were chosen for the experiment. The result of each 

speaker is calculated by averaging 2 recordings for increase of accuracy.  The results are shown in 

table 3.  

Reduce all levels to 70 dB for easy comparison of the results with average speech specter` level. 

On this step divergences are not critical, it is another work (estimation of amplitude speech 

constitution), described in details in [10]. We consider only specter forms with octave bands` levels.  

Now we can substitute the results to [1] as test signal levels and analyze their influence on word 

intelligibility W. Now plot dependencies of W on signal-level ratio q with use of pink noise for all the 

speakers.  

 

Table 3. Integrity levels of speakers` speech 

 

F, kHz 
Sound pressure levels in octave bands for different speakers, dB 

№1 №2 №3 №4 №5 №6 №7 №8 №9 №10 Average 

0.125 64.79 59.13 62.01 60.09 60.69 60.67 64.44 65.62 65.30 63.00 53 

0.250 66.06 64.34 65.80 65.21 67.82 66.03 66.06 65.00 63.96 66.15 66 

0.500 63.03 66.48 65.95 65.85 63.86 66.25 63.77 63.31 65.00 64.44 66 

1 55.23 62.02 55.15 62.49 51.47 54.14 56.80 55.82 55.45 56.21 61 

2 50.81 57.65 51.92 58.63 49.54 50.91 51.77 53.28 53.05 55.77 56 

4 54.75 53.26 47.84 52.24 48.61 51.97 51.45 55.98 54.15 53.89 53 

8 50.22 51.73 44.46 52.46 45.57 48.25 45.91 47.56 51.63 48.24 49 
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Figure 1. Dependences of word intelligibility W on signal-noise ratio q for pink noise (different 

speakers` speech specters). On the diagram: full line – average specter, bold dashed lines – curves with 

minimum and maximum values. 

 

The diagram shows that, for example, if q = -10 dB for average speech specter, W=0.22. For 

speech specters of different speakers W falls in the limits from 0.15 to 0.43. Also we can notice that 

the lines with bigger W belong to men, with smaller W – to women.  

 

3. Check of the results with use of immediate appreciation tests  

We have done some appreciation tests to accept the results. Immediate appreciation test is a process 

of subjective estimation of word intelligibility. Its essence is addition of noises with particular signal-

noise ratios to examined recordings, which after that are listened by auditors group.   

Choose the speakers` recordings with the best and the worst results. These speakers are the speaker 

№5 (woman) and the speaker №4 (man), corresponding to table 2. By the way, theoretically (using the 

approach calculations), the difference between word intelligibility for different speakers is 

approximately 30%.  

Add the pink noise and its generation in audio editor. Signal-noise ratio` value does not have big 

influence, but it should be the same for both speakers. Choose such a noise signal for the speech of 

speaker №5 (the minimum word intelligibility) to make only some words from it recognized, i.e. word 

intelligibility does not exceed 0.1-0.15. 

After that we add the same noise with the same level to the speech of speaker №4 (maximal word 

intelligibility). The examined recordings were adjusted by level (nevertheless divergence between 

them was 0.3 dB).  

As the result, even a small group of auditors admitted that word intelligibility of speaker №4 is 

essentially bigger (about 0.6-0.7). So, practical influence of speech specter form of speakers` speech 

have even bigger influence on word intelligibility than theoretical. Also, we should mention that the 

main differences were between man`s and woman`s voices.  

4. Analysis of the results 

The derived results show the following:  

- speakers` speech specter essentially influence on word intelligibility, even from the approach 

point of view (difference is about 30%);  

-  immediate appreciation tests practically confirmed that the effect appears with bigger 

difference (50-60%); 

- the main difference in word intelligibility is between man`s and woman`s speech. 
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The immediate appreciation tests` results can be explained that word intelligibility depends not 

only on speech specter, but more on distribution of formant in frequency range. The distribution is 

individual for each speaker and especially for men and women.  

5. Conclusion 
We can make several conclusions on the results. First of all, speech specter essentially influences 

on word intelligibility. Also, the work problem about text selection for tests done. The difference 

between phrasal tables from GOST and technical texts is less than 1 dB.  

As the result, we can recommend to choose a speaker based on estimation of all speakers` speech 

specters. 

If it is not possible, it is necessary to estimate protection level with use of the speech specter with 

the biggest word intelligibility instead of the average. Probably, for derivation of such a specter it is 

necessary to do additional immediate appreciation tests with bigger auditors` group.  

Consideration of the effect in estimation of voice information protection would allow to increase 

information security level of private conversation rooms.  
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